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BRITISH NEWFOUNDLAND CORPORATION LIMITED

Lower Churchill River
.

MUSKRAT FALLS DEVELOPMENT

1- INTRODUCTION

A preliminary assessment of potential power sites

on the Lower Churchill River was prepared by A- es Canadian

Bechtel and submitted to the British Newfoundia Corporation

Limited in a report dated April 1964. This assessment was

carried out without the benefit of any field information

other than that which was obtainable from aerial photographs

and existing maps.

In May 1965, Acres Canadian Bechtel was authorized

to proceed with field investigations and study of the Lower

Churchill River, the objectives of this work being defined

as follows:

"To review and update the report on the Lower

Churchill River, produced by Acres Canadian

Bechtel in early 1964, with the objective of

providing estimates of the cost of development

for these projects approaching the same degree
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of accuracy as presently exists for the

Churchill Falls project. It is anticipated

that this review will ci:c1e essential field

reconnaissance on site during the summer of

1965 in order to allow the start of a full

engineering program, including basic design

suitable for estimating purposes, in the fall

of this year. It may be necessary or advisable

to do some limited soils work and boreholes at

potential damsites."

Based on the field investigations carried out

during the summer of 1965 in accordance with the above

requirements, two power sites were selected at which it

will be possible to develop the full potential of the lower

river in the 394-foot drop from the tailrace of the

Churchill Falls power development to the sea. The project

layout, energy output and capital cost estimates for a

power development at the lower of these two sites, located

at Muskrat Falls, are presented in this report. Comparable

information for the Gull Island site, which is upstream,

is contained in a separate report.
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In preparing the two reports on the lower river

developments, the following assumptions have been made

concerning the construction anti thc transmission

scheme which will be adopted

(a) - that the Churchill Falls Development

will be in operation during construction

of the lower river projects. It will,

therefore, be necessary to divert the

full regulated flow from the upper

development plus the uncontrolled flow

from the lower river drainage area,

(b) - that transmission from the lower river

projects will be at 345 kv to a collecting

point yet to be selected and to the

switching station at the Churchill Falls

Development. All plants on the rive*r

will, therefore, be interconnected and

can be operated for maximum total firm

energy generation,

(c) - that the Gull Island Development upstream

would not be in existence.
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2 - SUJ4MARY

The optimum scheme for developing the full

potential of the Lower Churchill River involves the con-

struction of power projects at the Gull Island and

Muskrat Falls sites. The Gull Island location was selected

as being the best of a nurrJer of alternatives in the

middle reach of the river, whereas Muskrat Falls is the

only point downstream from Gull Island at whicli a iydro-

electric development can be considered. The locations

of the selected sites are shown in plan and profile on

Plates 1 and 2 respectively.

Geological conditions on both banks of the river

channel at Muskrat Falls were relatively well established

from surface mapping. Consequently, the field investigations

during the summer of 1965 were concentrated primarily on

the neck of estuarine sediments which forms a natural dam

across the buried bedrock valley to the north of the falls.

The field work included geological surveys, seismic inves-

tigations, diamond drilling, test pitting, topographic

surveys and mapping, river soundings, and laboratory testing

of drill and test pit samples. Dr. L. Bjerrum, the leading
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specialist on marine clays, was retained to advise on

problems associated with the natural dam and the measures

required for its stabi -

The data obtained from the field investigations

provided sufficient information for the preparation of a

project layout which incorporates the requirements essential

to a feasible hydro-electric development at s site.

Although an extensive program of field investigations and

hydraulic model testing will be required for final design,

it is considered that the design adopted represents a

reasonable basis for estimating the probable cost of a

development at this site.

The project layout for the Muskrat Falls site

as shown on Plate 6 involves construction of a 120-foot

high concrete gravity dam above the lower falls, a corn-

bination spillway and diversion channel on the right

bank, an intake and powerhouse in the river channel below

the dam, special buttressing works for the neck of land to

the north of the site, and erosion control works in the

channel downstream. Salient features for the development

are given in Table 1.
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TABLE 1

MUSKRAT FALLS DEVEL0PLENT

Salient Features

Maximum Normal Reservoir Level 130 feet
Minimum Reservoir Level 125 feet 6
Reservoir Surface Area 1090 x 10 sq. ft.
Live Storage 5.5 bcf
Normal Tailwater Level 3 feet
Normal Gross Head 127 feet
Total Installed Capacity

(Turbine Output) 920,000 hp

Dam

Length 2,300 feet
Maximum Height 120 feet
Excavation (Excluding Intake

and Spiliway) 148,700 cu. yd.
Concrete (Excluding Intake

and Spiliway) 234,800 cu. yd.

Power Plant

Generating Units:
Number 4
Turbine Rating (Full Gate) 230,000 hp
Runner Diameter 24.5 feet
Runner Weight 360,000 lb.
Generator Rating 158 mva at 60° C.

(Power Factor 0.95) 182 mva at 80° C.
Rotor Diameter 37.5 feet
Rotor Weight 868,000 lb.
Rotor WR2 243 x io6 lb. ft.2
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Power Intake and Penstocks:
Number 4
Length 150 feet
Diameter 20.5 feet
Excavation 67,200 cu. yd.
Concrete 167,000 cu. yd.
Steel Liner 3,780,000 lb.

Powerhouse:
Length 567 feet
Width 138 feet
Excavation (Including

Tailrace Channel) 696,000 cu. yd.
Concrete 141,000 cu. yd.

pillway (Including Diversion Works)

Diversion Capacity 200,000 cfs
Spiliway Capacity 511,000 CfS
Number of Gates 9
Excavation 5,027,000 CU. yd.
Concrete 294,000 Cu. yd.

Stabilization Works for Natural Dam

Tailrace Groin:

4,000 feetLength

230 feetMaximum Height
5,600,000 Cu. yd.Fill

Buttress and Slope Protection 7,871,000 Cu. yd.

Underwater Sandfill 15,820,000 cu. yd.
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With integrated operation of the Churchill Falls,

Gull Island and Muskrat Falls Developments and with all

units in each station operating, the estimated annual firm

energy output attributable to the Muskrat Falls plant

is 4.89 x io kwh. With one unit inoperative at each

plant, the corresponding figure is 4.29 x lO kwh. This

plant does not add significantly to the total secondary

energy generation on the river.

It is important to note that the estimates of

head and, hence, energy generation obtainable at the Muskrat

Falls Development are based upon the 1947 survey of

Commander Desbarats. The energy estimates are therefore

subject to revision at some future date when this survey

is checked by first order levelling.

The total estimated capital cost of the Muskrat

Falls Development is $169,255,000, based on the project

layouts described in this report and the construction

schedule given on Plate 10. Federal sales tax and import

duties are included where applicable. This estimate does

not include:

(a) - Cost of land, land rights and/or rights-of-way
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(b) - Owner's cost during construction for his

administration, legal expenses, insurance

and general expenses

(c) - Interest, during construction, on Owner's

or borrowed funds

(d) - Escalation on labour, materials and equip-

ment beyond the date of this report

Ce) - Preliminary investigations and engineering

study costs incurred to date

(f) - Provincial sales tax

(g) - Transmission of power beyond the switchyard

The above cost would be reduced by about

$8 million in the event that the Gull Island Development

upstream was previously constructed and placed in service.

This reduction would result from savings in access and

transportation facilities, and in construction power costs.
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3 - SITE CHARACTERISTICS

The Muskrat Falls Development will form a

component part of a scheme whcreby the entire fall of the

Churchill River below elevation 1455 will be utilized for

power generation. In the April 1964 report on the lower

river, a scheme involving developments at the Muskrat Falls

and Gull Island sites operating in conjunction with the

Churchill Falls power project was tentatively selected,

subject to confirmation by field exploration. Reconnaissance

surveys on the lower river were carried out early in the

summer of 1965 and, as a result, it was established beyond

doubt that this is the optimum scheme of development.

Normal headwater and tailwater elevations at the Churchill

Falls, Gull Island and Muskrat Falls Developments will be:

Normal Normal
Development Headwater Tailwater Gross Head

Churchill Falls El. 1455 El. 397 1058 feet
Gull Island El. 394 El. 133 : 26]. feet
Muskrat Falls El. 130 El. 3 127 feet
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The locations of the above sites within the

Churchill River drainage basin are shown in plan and

profile on Plates 1 and 2 respectively. The Muskrat Falls

site is approximately 180 miles downstream from Churchill

Falls and 20 miles upstream from Goose Bay. The reservoir

above Muskrat Falls will be approximately 40 miles long and

will be contained essentially within the existing river

channel.

3.1 - Topography

When the optimum scheme of development for the

lower river had been determined, new topographic maps were

obtained for the Muskrat Falls site at a scale of 200 feet

to the inch and a contour interval of five feet. The

contours shown on Plate 5 in the vicinity of the site are

based on these maps. The broad flat terraces of the main

valley at the site are typical of the lower 40-mile reach

of the river. The outstanding features of the site are

the falls on the south side of the valley, the low rock

hill on the left or north bank at the falls, and the

slender neck of land to the north of the hill separating

the upstream river channel from the pool below the falls.

The mean water level above the falls is at about elevation

55 feet and the pool below at elevation 3 feet.
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It is important to note that all elevations at

the Muskrat Falls site have been related to bench marks

established at the site by Commander Desbarats during a

survey from Muskrat Falls to Churchill Falls in 1947.

Present estimates of available head and energy generation

at the Muskrat Falls Development are subject to revision

at some future date when this survey is checked by first

order levelling.

3.2 - Geology

The geology of the site was studied by geophysical

survey, surface mapping, test pitting, test trenching and

drilling. Undisturbed samples of the estuarine sediments

were obtained from the borings and the test pits, and

detailed laboratory testing was carried out on these

samples. A plan of the site delineating the surficial

geology, together with the locations of the seismic lines,

test pits, test trenches and drill holes, is presented on

Plate 5.

The bedrock in this reach of the river, Pre-

cambrian granite gneiss, was eroded primarily by glacial

ice to form a very broad U-shaped valley. Complex
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deposits of silt, sand, gravel and boulders were then

left behind on the valley floor by the retreating glacial

ice and meltwater.

Subsequently the valley was invaded by the sea

and deep deposits of sediments, primarily silt and clay

interbedded with occasional layers of fine sand, were

laid down in saline and brakish water. At the same time,

the land which had been depressed by the weight of the

ice gradually rose and the sea level, fed by the melting

glacial ice, also rose. The deposits contain zones in

which the strata are distorted as a result of variations

in the relative rates of rise of the land and sea. Toward

the end of this deposition period, fine-to-medium sand

was laid down on top of the silts and clays in an estuarine

and fluvial environment.

The river now flows in a channel cut into the

estuarine and fluvial sediments, leaving broad flat

terraces on either side of the channel. The surfaces of

the terraces have since been reworked by wind action to

form the sand dunes which presently characterize the surface

of these deposits.
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At the Muskrat Falls site, the river has been

trapped in a bedrock channel on the south side of the low

rock hill which projects up from the south bank of the

bedrock valley. This situation has created the falls

where the river drops approximately 50 feet in a distance

of about 3,000 feet.

To the south of the falls, the overburden in

general is shallow with variable depths, up to 50 feet,

and consists primarily of silt and clay with a thin capping

of sand in some areas.

Overburden deposits filling the bedrock valley

to the north of the rock hill have a depth of at least 600

feet at the neck of land which presently forms a natural

dam. Erosion of these deposits, both upstream and down-

stream of the neck, is still taking place. Upstream,

this erosion is moderate, being caused by the river under-

cutting as it swings towards the falls. Downstream, the

erosion is much more severe, being caused by a large

back eddy created by the high velocity outflow from the

lower falls.
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Within the bedrock valley downstream of the

neck, a deep hole, probably caused by erosion from the

eddy, was defined by echo soundings. It is deduced

that the bottom of this hole is in the more resistant

glacial deposits.

From laboratory testing, it has been established

that the soils at the site above approximately elevation

-20 feet have been leached and are similar to other

sensitive marine clays which have previously been investigated

in detail, both in Canada and Norway. Such soils are well

known for their instability, and for the occurence of

large landslides which can move rapidly and can be triggered

by a relatively minor dislocating force.

Numerous landslides are recognizable in the

reach of the river from Gull Lake to Goose Bay where

these sensitive soils form the main deposits in the

terraces. Two of these exemplify the proportions which

such slides can achieve, one being about 7,000 feet in

width and 7,000 feet in length from toe to scarp, the

other being about 5,000 feet in width and 4,000 feet in

length, and each probably having occurred in a very few

minutes of time.
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In the immediate vicinity of the Nuskrat site,

four landslides are recognizable, one of which occurred

this year. All of these are indicated on Plate 5. In

addition, many other slides have probably occurred at

this site, particularly downstream of the neck. However,

evidence of these has since been removed by the erosive

action of the eddy.

A secondary feature at the site is a probable

buried channel through the estuarine sediments to the

north of the neck, following the line of the three lakes

from a point on the small tributary stream upstream of

the neck. Although this channel appears to be filled with

the fine-to-medium sands which cap the terraces, there

may be some coarser, more pervious deposits within the

channel filling.

The main structures of a hydro-electric develop-

ment at the site will be built in the present river channel

to the south of the bedrock hill. There, conditions are

good for such construction. However, in addition, any
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scheme at this site must include treatment of the neck

of sediments to ensure its stability and to prevent

erosion due to seepage.

- Flows During Diversion

As described in the Introduction to this Report,

it has been assumed that the Churchill Falls Development

will be in operation during construction of the Muskrat

Falls Development. It will, therefore, be necessary to

divert the full regulated flow from the upper development,

plus the uncontrolled flow from the lower river drainage

area.

The flood hydrograph which has been selected as

the basis for design of diversion facilities is shown on

Plate 3 and represents a flood having a probability of

occurrence of once in 20 years, on the average. The first

peak of the hydrograph is caused by runoff from the

drainage area of the lower river below Churchill Falls;

the second peak is primarily caused by flood spillage at
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the upper development. The sum of the full regulated

flow from the upper development and the uncontrolled flow

from the lower river drainage area during the early winter

months is in the order of 70,000 cfs and the closure

operation for cofferdams must be designed accordingly.

For design purposes, it has been assumed that a maximum

diversion capacity of 200,000 cfs will be required.

3.4 - Spillway Design Flood

The choice of design flood for the spiliway was

based on a statistical analysis of recorded floods and on

a study of maximum snowmelt rates in the upper drainage

area. The magnitude of the design flood is such that the

reservoir at the upper development will be filled before

the time of peak inflOw. Peak discharge from the upper

development and from the lower river drainage area will

thus be coincident, giving an estimated maximum peak flow

at the Muskrat Falls site of 511,000 cfs. The hydrograph

which has been used for spiliway design is shown on Plate 3.
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4 - PROJECT LAYOUT

In selecting the project layout shown on Plate 6,

a variety of alternative structures and arrangements were

considered. These included concrete and fill dams located

at the upper or lower falls, diversion by tunnel, and

several diversion/spillway channel locations. It was

deemed necessary to minimize the energy level of all flows

discharging into the basin below the falls so as to reduce

the present eddy motion and to maintain such phenomena

within permissible limits for the safety of the stabilization

works downstream of the neck of land. This requirement led

to the elimination of schemes with diversion by tunnels

through the rock hill, or by open channels close to the

left bank, which layouts would result in high velocity dis-

charges at points even closer to the neck of land than at

present. This requirement also dictated the use of energy

dissipation works downstream of the spiliway, which militated

against schemes situated at or near the upper falls due

to the very large tailrace channels that would be required

to carry the low velocity flood and power plant discharges.
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The arrangement adopted utilizes a concrete

gravity dam just above the lower falls, power plant in the

present river channel, and a diversion/spiliway channel

along the right abutment, and appears to be the most suitable

for the presently envisaged site conditions and requirements.

The most advantageous arrangement of structures

can only be established after an extensive program of field

investigations and hydraulic model testing has been corn-

pleted. However, it is considered that the present design

represents a reasonable layout for use in estimating the

probable cost of a hydro-electric development at this site.

Details of the selected project layout are described in the

subsections which follow.

4.1 - Stabilization of Existing Natural Darn

In consultation with Dr. Bjerrurn, the following

requirements were established for the treatment of the

neck of land which forms a natural dam between the low

rock hill and the left side of the valley:

(a) - Trimming and slope protection will be

required to stabilize and prevent further

erosion of the upstream slope of the neck.
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(b) - A buttress of free-draining -granular

material must be provided on the down-

stream side of the neck for lateral

restraint, thereby increasing the resistance

to mass sliding on a potential flat lying

failure plane either through or beneath

the neck and the buttress foundations.

(c) - For the purposes of stability analyses in

designing the buttress, the available

shearing resistance on the potential

failure plane should be based on the

equivalent of an effective angle of

shearing resistance of only six degrees.

This emperical value has been selected

from a study of similar types of

failure, both in Norway and in Canada,

and is considered to provide, in itself,

the requisite factor of safety.

(d) - Prior to placing any material on either

the upstream or the downstream slope, all

organic material is to be removed.
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(e) - Granular filters are required as a

transition layer over the complete

downstream slope to prevent migration

of fine-grained material due to seepage

through the neck.

(f) - Special provision should be made to

handle the large quantities of water

which may find a seepage path through the probable

buried valley along the line of the lakes.

(g) - The deep hole downstream of the neck

must be filled to provide a weighting

zone for the buttress and thereby ensure

its stability.

(h) - Eddy motion in the river downstream

from the neck must be reduced to prevent

erosion of the protective works and

their foundation.

The section A-A on Plate 8 shows the method of

stabilization which has been adopted consistent with the

above requirements. The 40-foot capping of sand will be

removed from the neck, thereby reducing the lateral thiving

forces, minimizing the size of the buttress and providing
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part of the material required for the buttress and the

filling of the hole downstream. The base of the buttress

will be constructed using rock from structural excavations

and quarries, and additional sand filling will be obtained

from the large sandbar downstream from the site. Rock for

the upstream slope protection works and the downstream

groin will come mostly from structural excavation. The

filter materials will be obtained from the concrete aggregate

borrow area about five miles upstream.

The protective groin at the downstream side of

the sandfill has been so sited as to place it in the

deepest portions of the scour areas downstream from the

falls. It is expected that at least the upstream half

will be founded on the stable materials below the marine

sediments and that only the downstream half may be on the

estuarine sediments. By placing it in the deepest portion

of the scour areas, maximum confinement of the foundation

materials will be obtained and the possibility of erosion

of the foundation materials minimized. However, the

adequacy of this structure against erosion must be care-

fully studied by means of hydraulic models.
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4.2 - Diversion

Excavation in the spiliway/diversion channel

and in the power plant area will be carried out behind

steel sheet pile cellular cofferdams upstream and natural

temporary rock plugs left in place downstream. Two stages

of diversion are required, the first to unwater the

spiliway/diversion channel area and the second the intake

and powerhouse area. In each case, the cellular cofferdam

will be constructed essentially in the dry behind low

rock dykes. When the excavations and structures are corn-

pleted, the natural rock plugs downstream will be removed

by underwater blasts and drag line. Following removal of

the upstream end of the first stage cofferdam and prior

to construction of the second stage cells, the rock point

on the south shore at the upper falls will be blasted out

to aid in turning the main flow more directly toward the

entrance of the spiliway/diversion channel.

The alignment of the spillway/diversion channel

has been chosen to redirect the discharges away from the

scour areas downstream insofar as possible consistent with

reasonable excavation costs for the channel.
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The overburden in the spiliway/diversion

channel area is expected to be mostly fine sand and marine

clay which must be wasted, On the other hand, most of the

rock will be utilized in the dykes and the soil stabilization

works.

The maximum discharge in the channel when used for

diversion is estimated at 200,000 cfs. The derivation of the

diversion flood hydrograph shown on Plate 3 was described in

the preceding section. Itis anticipated that closure of the

cofferdam will have to be carried out during the month of

November, at which time the river flow will be of the order

of 70,000 cfs.

Closure of the channel after completion of the power

plant works will be effected by successively closing off and

plugging the openings through the spillway crests behind

special bulkhead gates lowered in front of the openings on

the upstream side.

4.3 - The Dam

The 2,300-foot long concrete dam will incorporate

in its length the power plant intake and the spillway crest

structure. It will be placed on rock throughout and will

have a maximum height of about 120 feet. Provision has been

made in the estimates for a limited amount of foundation
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grouting and for underdrainage to reduce uplift. No unusual

problems are anticipated for this structure.

4- Intake, Penstocks and Powerhouse

Water will be conveyed from the intake in the main

dam through short individual penstocks to the generating

units in the powerhouse at the toe of the dam. Sections of

the intake, penstocks and powerhouse are given on Plate 7,

and information on the generating equipment and primary

dimensions of the power facilities are listed in Table 1.

The powerhouse will contain a total of four gener-

ating units, each having a full gate capacity of 168,000 kw

with the reservoir at its normal controlled level 'of elevation

130 feet. The generating units which have been selected are

large physically, but nevertheless fall within the range of

present day manufacturing experience. Machines of comparable

size and capacity have recently been placed in service at other

power developments in various parts of the world.

The power will be carried by insulated high voltage

cables from the transformers on the tailrace deck, through a

gallery in the powerhouse, to an overhead takeoff structure

alongside the spiliway. It will be carried by overhead line

from that point to the 345-kv switchyard on the right bank.
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4.5 - Spiliway

The open channel gated sp±llway will discharge

a maximum flood of 511,000 cfs. The stilling basin shown

on Plate 8 will be effective in dissipating most of

the energy of the high velocity flow, and velocities at the

channel exit downstream will be in the order of 15 feet

per second or less, considerably lower than those below

the existing falls.
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5 - POWER AND ENERGY OUTPUT

5.1 - River Flow

When the firm energy output of the Churchill

Falls power project was estimated in 1963, an acceptable

correlation was obtained between the 6-year flow record

available at that time for the Upper Churchill River and

coincident flows for the Outardes River in northern Quebec.

The 40-year Outardes River flow record was then transposed

to the Upper Churchill River, giving a synthetic hydrograph

which was used as the basis for the energy generation

estimates.

Eight complete years of flow records are now

available for the Upper Churchill River and the Naskaupi

River at Fremont Lake. Consequently, the calculations

described above have been repeated to obtain an updated 42-

year hydrograph, the first 34 years of which are synthetic.

This hydrograph and the most recent information on tailrace

rating, generation efficiency and friction losses at the

upper development have been used in all energy computations

described in this section.
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By subtracting the measured flows of the upper

river from those measured at the Muskrat Falls gauge,

a 9-year hydrograph of runoff from the lower river drainage

area is obtained. An unsuccessful attempt was made to

correlate this hydrograph with records for twelve different

rivers in Quebec, Newfoundland, and New Brunswick.

A satisfactory statistical correlation of similar

quality to that which relates flows from the Upper Churchill

River to the Outardes River flow was found, however, to

exist between the annual precipitation at Goose Bay and

the annual flow from the Lower Churchill River. The degree

of accuracy which may be anticipated from this correlation

is illustrated by the comparison given in Table 2:

TABLE 2

Water Year Annual River Flow in cfs-months
Ending In Measured Computed

1956 206,700 181,600
1957 222,900 200,500
1958 168,400 189,100
1959 145,600 142,400
1960 197,600 187,800
1961 124,500 159,600
1962 170,100 156,100
1963 167,100 203,100
1964 209,100 190,800
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A similar relationship of slightly greater accuracy

was derived to estimate the river flow during the spring

freshet. These two relationships were used as a basis for

estimating the river flow during each freshet and each

water-year for the period of precipitation record. A

synthetic monthly record was created by distributing the

runoff volumes derived above in the same proportions as

similar quantities of water were distributed in the

recorded flows. The monthly flows computed in this manner

are not intended to approximate the flows which actually

occurred, but are typical flow distributions which yield

the estimated runoff volumes, and which may be expected to

yield a satisfactory estimate of the power and energy

available over a period of time. In this manner, flow

data at Muskrat Falls for a 22-year period were made

available. A hydrograph showing the average monthly flows

of record appears as Figure 1 on Plate 3.
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5.2 - Method of Analysis

Estimates of maximum total energy output from

two or more electrically interconnected plants operating

in cascade on the same river can only be obtained using

cut-and-try procedures. In the case of the Churchill

River, estimation of energy output from the upper and

lower developments for a 22--year period of record would

be a very laborious procedure if carried out by manual

computation. In addition, relatively small percentage

errors in these computations represent substantial errors

when measured in absolute terms.

A digital computer simulation was therefore

prepared to study the various possible methods of operation

of plants on the Churchill River with a view to optimizing

generation and assessing accurately the energy production.

In the computer model the reservoirs, headponds and power

generating facilities at all plants were represented in

full detail. Input supplied to the computer includes:

(a) - Average monthly flows for the upper and

lower reaches of the river for the period

under study together with drainage area

coefficients for calculation of inflow to

each reservoir or power development.
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(b) - Elevation-storage volume curves and the

specified upper and lower limits of live

storage for each reservoir or headpond

(c) - The full gate flow capacity of the

generating units at each plant

(d) - Coefficients for calculation of hydraulic

losses at each plant

(e) - The efficiency-output curves for

generating units at each plant

(f) - Tailwater rating curves for each plant,

taking into account any backwater effects

from downstream reservoirs.

In estimating firm and secondary energy output

obtainable from any combination of plants on the river, the

computer model is first operated month-by-month to meet an

arbitrarily chosen target load over the selected period of

flow record. The target load is then raised step by step,

and the process repeated until the available storage in all

reservoirs is utilized to the maximum extent for firm energy

generation. This load is then the maximum which can be met

by the system under consideration.
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In each of the monthly calculations, the output

of the lower plant or plants is first utilized to the maximum

extent in meeting the firm load demand. Following this,

the balance is met by withdrawal from storage at the upper

development. Storage in the headponds of the lower develop-

ment is only utilized when the upstream storage is exhausted.

If surplus water over and above that required for firm

energy generation is available at any of the generating

stations, it is utilized for secondary energy generation.

The output obtainable from each computer run

includes monthly values of energy generation, flow, plant

factor, and the energy equivalent of flood spillage at

each plant, together with monthly storage releases. Summary

information for each year and for the full period of record

under study is also obtained.

5.3 - Results

The net firm energy output obtainable from the

Muskrat Falls Development was estimated using the computer

program described above, for the 22-year period of measured

and estimated runoff from the lower river drainage area.

The results of these computations are given in Table 3.
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TABLE 3

MUSKRAT FALLS DEVELOPMENT

Annual Energy Output
(Generator Terminals)

Units in Operation

Churchill Falls 10 9
Gull Island 9
Muskrat Falls 4 3

Firm Enerqy Output (kwh x lO

Churchill Falls 34.37 34.25
Churchill Falls plus

Gull Island 44.55 44.18
Churchill Falls plus

Gull Island plus Muskrat Falls 49.44 48.47
Net - Muskrat Falls 4.89 4.29

Average Secondary Energy Output
Qçwh x io)

Churchill Falls 0.38 0.16
Churchill Falls plus

Gull Island 0.55 0.28
Churchill Falls plus
Gull Island plus Muskrat Falls 0.58 0.27

Net - Muskrat Falls 0.00 0.00
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The results given above are for two alternative

conditions, namely, all units at the Churchill Falls,

Gull Island, and Muskrat Falls plants in operation, and

one unit at each of these plants inoperative. The actual

generation obtainable in practice is expected to lie

between these two sets of figures.

It is important to note that the estimates of

head and, hence, energy generation obtainable at the

Muskrat Falls Development are based upon the 1947 survey

of Commander Desbarats. Energy estimates are therefore

subject to revision at some future date when this survey is

checked by first order levellIng.
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6 - CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE

The construction schedule for the Muskrat Falls

Development is shown on Plate 10. This construction

program is directly related to the estimate developed for

the facilities at this site that have been defined by the

preliminary design concepts. Since the actual time for

starting the project has not been established, the schedule

is shown as successive years beginning with year one. It

has been assumed that preliminary field investigations and

conceptual engineering will have been completed prior to

the first year.

Scheduled times allowed for such items of heavy

construction as excavation, fill placement and concrete

work are based on the calculated quantities and the use

of construction equipment consistent with present day

experience in the project area. Scheduled time for design,

manufacture, delivery and erection of major plant equipment

has been based on manufacturer's schedules for similar

equipment for the Churchill Falls Development.
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Commercial operation of the four generating

units has been assumed as shown over a period of six

months which is the minimum practicable period for the

installations. Variations in these commercial operating

dates would not cause significant changes in the first

five years of the schedule.
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7 - ESTIMATE OF CAPITAL COST

The estimate is based on project scope defined

by preliminary design concepts and the outline schedule

as presented in other sections of this report. An effort

was made to include costs for all items of work necessary

to provide a complete facility from initial site access

to power generation including transformation and switching

ready for transmission on the line side of the switchyard

takeoff towers.

Unit prices have been developed from design

quantities for the major items of the work. Items of lesser

significance have been priced consistent with current cost

experience. Major permanent plant equipment and material

have been priced on the basis of current discussions with

manufacturers and suppliers of these items.

7.1 - Basis of Estimate

In addition to the design concepts and the

construction schedules presented in other sections of this

report, the following general assurttptions were made in

the preparation of this estimate.
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Normal construction methods and equipment have

been anticipated throughout. Labour rates, fringe benefits

and labour agreements were assumed similar to those presently

in effect with Hydro-Quebec on the Manicouagan projects.

Construction materials and equipment are based on price

levels in effect at the date of this report.

Federal sales tax and import duties are included

with items to which they apply.

Costs for the following are excluded from this

estimate:

(a) - Cost of land, land rights and/or rights-of-way

(b) - Owner's cost during construction for his

administration, legal expenses, insurance

and general expenses

(c) - Interest, during construction, on Owner's

or borrowed funds

(d) - Escalation on labour, materials and equipment

beyond the date of this report

(e) - Preliminary investigations and engineering

study costs incurred to date
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(f) - Provincial sales tax

(g) - Transmission of power beyond the switchyard

7.2 - Estimate Summary

The total estimated capital cost of the Muskrat

Falls Development is $l69,255000. Details of the estimate

are given in Appendix "A" and are summarized in Table 4. The

above cost would be reduced by about $8 million in the

event that the Gull Island Development upstream was pre-

viously constructed and placed in service. This reduction

would result from savings in access and transportation

facilities, and in construction power costs.
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TABLE 4

ESTIMATE SUMMARY

Description

Permanent Support Facilities

Reservoir, Dams and Waterways

Power Plant and Related Facilities

Generating Facilities

Switchyard

Temporary Construction Facilities

Management and Engineering

Subtotal

Contingency

TOTAL ESTIMATE EXCLUDING OWNER'S
COSTS INTEREST DURING
CONSTRUCTION AND ESCALATION

Amount

$ 3,158,000

67,945,000

21, 196, 000

22, 450, 000'

2,720,000

19,686, 000

10,000,000

147, 155, 000

22,100,000

$ 169,255,000



BZCHTEL CORPORATION 4800-8
EFArD y J jJ jOB NO.

ESTIMATE SUMMARY November1965
CKECKO DAT(

Preliminary__
___ LJDER C:rtJRCH]IL RIVER -MUSKRATFASDEVELOWEI?r SNEET I o

TPE OF ESTU.4ATE PROJECT

BRITISH OtJITDI'D CORRATION _____
PREPARED FOR

SL1MARY

10

30

14.0

50

Go

70

TOTALS

PEAHELU' SUP?JI' FACILITIES $ 3,158,000

ERVOIR, DAMS ADD WATERWAYS 67,945,000

POWER PIABT ADD RElATED FACILITIES 21,196,000

GKJEPATING FACILITIES 22,450,000

SWITCHYARD 2,720,000

Tfl/iP3R&RY C0iTSTRUCTION FACILITIES 19,686, oo

IAIIAGflDT ADD EDGIHKERING 10,000,000

$ 114.7,155,000



SEst.

CHCKEO Y

Preliminary
TYPE OF ESTIMATE

BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTIMATE SUMMARY

LOVER CHTJRCFILL RIVER - MUSKRAT FALLS DIIJR.EIT
PROJECT

BRITISH ITEWFOUHDIAHD CORRATI0N LTD. ____
PREPARED FOR

PEAITEITT SUPIORT FACILITI

TOTALS

12 PELJEiT ROALS AlT BRILGES

lt. OPEPATO VILLAGE

15 PE11AHET STORAGE AlT MAThTESiA1CE
FACILITIES

16 PEAlEB COIMU1ICATIOH FACILITIES

$ 2,057,000

945,000

50,000

106.000

JOR *0.

ITovern1Der96
DATE

SHEET 2 or 3'

$ 3,158,000



SFE st
PSEPARED BY

CHEXE BY

Preliminary
TYPE OF ESTIMATE

BECHTEL CORPORATION

FTIMATF SuMMARY

PERiPJT SU?1F FACILITI
NO. DESCRIPTION

LOWER CHURCHILL RIVER - MUSKRAT FALLS DEVELOP€NT
PROJECT

BRITISH KRWFOtJIfliLAIID CORPORATION_LTD.
PREPARED FOR

QUANTITY UNIT AMOUNT TOTALS

12 . Permanent Roads and
Bridges

.1 Permanent Roads - Constriic
Road from Goose Bay to
Muakrat Falls

.12 Clearing and Grubbing 230 Ac $500.00 $ 115,000

.13 Construct Road 13 Mi 31I.,O0 1142,000

.i4- Surfacing - Granular 282,000 i 2.50 705,000

.15 Drainage Structures is 200,000

.19 Maintenance of Roads 1,300 ui-Mon 14-OO.OC 520,000
During Construction

.30 Poverhouse Access Road is 75,000

TAL 12. $ 2,057,000

1tli±1_
SFEST FORM $F-g

I8oo-8 _______
JOO HO.

November 1965
DATE

SHEET 3 OF 31.

REMARKS



SF5 st
PREPARED BY

CHECKED BY -

Preliminary
TYPE OF ESTIMATE

PNE2 SUPRT FACILITIES
NO. DESCRIPTION -

f BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTIMATE SUMMARY

LOWER CHURCHILL RIVER - MUSKRAT_FALLS DEVELOPMEII'
PROJECT

BRITISH IEWEOtJNDLAID CORPORATION LTD.
PREPARED FOR

erators Village
(Includes all costs for
the Operators Village,
including Streets,
Utilities, Buildings, etc.

.2 Clearing and Grubbing

.3 Excavation and Emban1ent
Grading

.li. Drainage - Curb and
Gutter

.5 Streets

.6 Structures

.61 Family Housing

.62 Staff and Guest House

.63 Recreation Hall
School
First Aid Facilities
and Storage Facilities

.66 Bachelorts Quarters

.67 Dining Hall and Cook-
house

• 7 Service Facilities

SFEST FORM SF -S

)8oo- 8
JOB NO.

November 1965
DATE

SHEET OF 31



BECHTEL CORPORATION
PREPARED BY t

ESTIMATE SUMMARY
CHECEED BY

Preliminary CR -

TYPE OF ESTIMATE PROJECT

BRITISH NEWFOWñJIAND CORPORATION LTD. ____

PANEITT SUP FACILITI PR EPA RED FOR

NO. DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT
COSTS

AMOUNT TOTAL

1L..9 IIisce11aneous (Includes
Landscaping, Fencing, etc.) LS $ 5,000

TOTAL 1. - $

SFCST FOPM 5F9

i.8oo-8 _______
JOB NO.

November 195
DATE

SHEET 5 OF 37



FE
PREPARED BY

CHECRED BY

Preliminary.
TYPE OF ESTIMATE

PFTRMATF1V TTTPPORT FCTT.TPTF

BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTIMATE SUMMARY

LDWER CITURCIIILL R1ER - MtJSIT FALLS_DEVIDRERT
PROJECT

BRITISH NEJFOUN1JIAID CORPORATION LTD
PREPARED FOR

L.8oo-8 _______
JOB NO.

jovei,96j
DATE

6_OF_31

OE$cRPTION UNIT AMOUNT II ____ REMARKS
______

f

15. Permanent Storage and

. I

1aintenance Facilities

-

(Includes all costs for
Permanent Storage ,
Maintenance Fcilities,
Streets, Buildings, etc.) $ 50,000

TO1I 15. $ 50,000

SFEST FORM SF-9



.SFEst
PREPARED BY

CHECKED BY

Preliminary
TYPE OF ESTIMATE

PAITENT SUPR)RT FACILITI

BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTIMATE SUMMARY

LOWER CHURCHILL RIVER - MUSIAT_FALLS DEVELO.1ET
PROJECT.

BRITISH 1EWP0UI)IAND CORBDEATIOH_LTD.
PREPARED FOR

_8oo -8
B NO.

vembe
DATE

SHEET 7 OF 37

NO. DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT CUO AMOUNT TOTALS REMARKS

16. Pennanent Communications
(Includes costs for Pennanent
Telephones, Radio and Carrier
Systems) . . is $ io6,ooo

'IOTkL 16.
.

o6,ooo

SFEST FORM 5F-9



_SFEsf.
P1EPACD IY

CHECKED IY

Preliminary ________

TYPE OF ESTU.IATE

BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTJMATE SUMMARY

LOWER_CHURCHILL RDTER - MUSKRAT_FALLS DEVELOPMEIIT
PROJECT

BRITISH NETOuWDIAHU_COREORATION LTD._____
?'JE PARED FOR -

RESERVOIR, DAMS AID WATERWAYS

21

22

23

24

25

26

REERVOIR

RIVER DIVERSION

COFFERDA1S AND UNWATERING

STABILIZATION OF (ISTING NECK

SPILL WAY

CONCRE GRAVITY DAM

$ 2,Q78,000

71.8 ,ooo

3,812,000

27 661,000

25,599,000

8,o.7 ,000

$67, 9t.5, 000

t1.800 -8
JON NO.

November 1965
DATE

SHEET 8 3T



SFEst. ________ ______
PREPARED BY

CHECKED BY

Pre1im1iary
_____

TYPE OF ESTIMATE

RERVOIR, tMS AND
WATERWAYS

BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTIMATE SUMMARY Novber6

I.OWER CHJRCHI1L BIllER MUSKRAT FAILS DEll 1INT SHEET 9 37
PROJECT

BRITISH QU?OIQLLTD.____
PREPARED FOR

NO. DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT U05 AMOUNT TOTALS REMARKS
-

21. Reservoir

.1 C1earin 1.5 $ 2,000,00C

.3 Log Booms 1.5 6o,cxx

.)j. Water Level Recorder Station 1,5 18,00C

TOTP.L 21. $ 2,078,000

SFEST FORM SF-9



PREPARED BY

CHECRED BY

Preliminary
____

TYPE OF ESTIMATE

RESERVOIR, hAMS AND
WATERWAYS

-BECHTEL CORPORATION _______

E ST I MATE S U M MARY November9
- DATE

LOWER CHTJRCIIILL RIVER - MUSKRAT FALLS DEVELOR4E1T SHEET 10 OF 37
PROJECT

BRITISR 0UDDLP COBEORA.TIOThLTD..____ -
PREPAREO FOR

NO. DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT c'-s AMOUNT TOTALS REMARKS

22. River Diversion

.1 Excavation -

.11 Rock Removal of Rock Point
u/s of Splilvay Channel 9,300 CY $ 3.00 $ 27,900

12 Removal of Spiliway Plug 288,000 CY 2. 5C1

TOTkL22. $ 7i.7,90O

SFEST FORM SF-9



_SFEst.
PREPARED BY

CHEERED BY

1inhixaar)r_____ ___

TYPE OP ESTIMATE

RERV0IPL DAMS AID
WATERWAYS

BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTIMATE SUMMARY

LOWER CHIJECHILL RIVER - MUSKRAT FAILS DEV/JT
PROJECT

BRITISH NEWFOtJ1J3IAND CORPORATION_LTD.
PREPAIRED FOR

1 800-8
JOB NO.

vembe
DATE

SHEET 11 OF 37

NO. DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT U05
-

AMOUNT TOTALS REMARKS

23. Cofferdams and Unwatering

.1

.11
Cellular Cofferdams,

Steel Sheet Piles 230,000 SF $ 5.00 $ 1,150,000 Includes Sandfll].

.20 Cofferdam Fill 132,C)00 CY 1.90 250,BOd

.21 Cofferdam Removal 132,,000 CY 1.60 211,200
0

.3 Pumping and tlnwaterlng
Concrete Gravity Thm,
Intake, Spiliway, and
Powerhouse Foundation c. LS 2,200,000

TOTAL 23. $ 3,812,000

SF EST FORM SF-B



SFEst.
PREPARED BY

CHECKED BY

Preliminary
_____ ____

TYPE OF ESTIMATE

RESERVOIR, DAMS AiD

WATERWAYS_____________
NO. DESCRIPTION

BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTJMAT.E SUMMARY

LOWER CHURCHILL RIVER - MUSKRAT FAILS DEVELOR1T
PROJECT

BRITISH KRWFOUNDLAED CORPORATION LTD.
PREPARED FOR

QUANTITY UNIT
c1-s

AMOUNT TOTALS

24. Stabilization of ]cisting
Natural Dam

.1 Clear and Grub

.2 Rockuill Dyke

.3 Sandfifl

.31 Dredge and Place frcnn
River Borrow

.32 Haul and Place from Crest
of Neck Above El. 160.0

.4 Slope Protection

.41, Rocki'ill

.42 Sandfill

.43 Filter Material

TOTAL 24.

210 Ac $480.00, $ 100,800

5,600,000 CY 1.05 5,880,000

7,700,000 CY 0.5O 3,850,000

8,100,000 CY O.7O 5,670,000

1,500,000 CY 2.00
3,800,000 CY O;70
2,600,000 CY 2.50

ZFEST FORM SF-S

JOB NO.

Novemb9
DATE

SHEET 12 0F37

REMARKS

2,000,000CY from Quarry

3,000,000
2,66O,OO0 I
6,oo,ooo

'$ 27,660,800 .



____ _____ BECHTEL CORPORATiON -

PREPARED BY

__ ESTIMATE SUMMARY
CHECRED BY

Preliminary
__________

TYPE OF ESTIMATE

RESERVOIR, DNS AD
WATERWAYS

NO. DESCRIPTION

25. Spillwar (Including Approach
Channel)

.1 Excavation

.20 Foundation Preparation

.30 Under Drainage System

.4- Concrete
Spillway Structwe

Crest
.412 Piers
.L13 Bridge

Stilling Basin and Chute
.-2l Slabs
.4-22 Walls

.50 Overbreak Concrete

.51 Cement

LOWER CHURCHILL RIVER - MIJSiAT FALLS DEVEL0PMNT
PROJECT

BRITISH NIMF0UNL!T CORPORATION LTD.
PREPARED FOR

rI N
AMOIJNT

CY

-

1.60 7,568,000

LS l,li0,0OO

LS 100,0001

i6,ooo CY 26.OO ,29O,0O0
38,700 CY 35.00 1,351,5O0

1,500 CY l75.0O 262,500

52,900 CY 23.00
13, 4-O0 CY !.O ,00.

23,000 CY 15.00
-05,O00 Bbl 5.60

1,216,700
536,000

3L.5, 000
2,268, 000

L8OO..8
.108 p40.

November 1965
DATE

SHEET 13 OF 37

REMARKS

3FEST FOFM SF-S



SFEst. - ____

PREPARED DY

CHECKED DY

Preliminary
TYPE OF ESTIMATE

RERVOIR, DAMS AL'D
WAq1ERWAys

BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTIMATE SUMMARY

NO. DESCRIPTION

25.52 Reinforcement

.6 iscelianeous

.7 Gates, Guides and Hoists

.71 Closure Gates

.72 Stoplogs

.73 Fixed hee1 Gates
nbedded Metal

.75 HoIsts and Towers

.9 Miscellaneous

TOTAL 25.

LOWER CHURCHILL RIVER - MUSKRAT FALLS DJELOB1EIT
PROJECT

BRITISH I FOU1DTAND CORBJRATION LTD.
PREPARED FOR

QUANTITY UNIT
UNIT AMOUNT TOTALS

11,190,000 Lb $ 0.l $ 1,678,500

1.9 250,000

1. 1I.,520,000

1.91

SFEST FORM SF-9 -

-8oo-8
JOB NO.

lloe1965
DATE

SHEET 1OF 37



SFEst._________ ____ BECHTEL CORPORATION

___ ____
L)J FSTIMAT IIMMA?V

CHECKED BY

Preliminary___________
TYPE OF E STIMATE

RESERVOIR, DAMS AND
WATERWAYS
NO. DESCRIPTION

26. Concrete Gravity Darn

.1 Eccavation

.12 MarIne clay)

.13 Rock )

.2 Foundation Preparation

.3 Gravity Darn

.31 Concrete-Mass

.32 Overbreak Concrete

.33 Cement
Reinforcement

.9 Miscellaneous

TOTAL 26.

SFES FORM SF-S

LOWER CHURCHILL RIVER - MUSKRAT FALLS DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT

BRITISH NL U&DLAND CORPORATION LTD.____
- 'REPARED FOR

QUANTITY UNIT
COSTS

AMOUNT TOTALS

150,000 CY

LS

$l.3o $ 195,000

290,000

227,000 CY 22.00: ,991,OO0
8,000 cy 112,000

352,000 Ebi 5.6O 1,971,200
2,300,000 Lb O.15 315,000

LS -lt4O,O0O

$ 8,OLi.7,200

1--8oo-8
JOB NO.

November 19
DATE

SHEET 15 OF 37

REMARKS



____________ BECHTEL CORPORATION
PREIAR(D IY

ESTIMATE SUMMARY
CHCO IY

Preliminary LOWER CHURCHILL RIVER - MUSKRAT FALLS DEVELOPINP
TYPE OF ESTIMATE PROJECT

BRITISH HEWF0UDIAID CORPORATION LTD.
PE PARED FOR

POWER PLAJT AND RELATED FACILITIES

TOTALS

31 POWER L?TAKE AND PENSTOCI $ 9,971,000

34 POWERHOUSE SUBSTRUC'TUBE 8,256,000

35 POWERHOUSE SUPERSTRtJC'TURE 2,136,000

38 TAIIRACE 833,000

43oo-8
JOB NO.

November l965
DATE

S lIE E T 16_ri3L

$ 21,196,000



_SFEst_ _______
PREPARED BY

CM £CI( ED BY

Preliminary
TYPE OF ESTIMATE

POWER PLAIcI' AID RELATED
FACILITIES

BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTIMATE SUMMARY

LOWER CHURCHILL RIVER - MUSKRAT FAILS_DEVELOPNT
PROJECT

BRITISH IEWFOtfl\1DLAND CORPORATION_LPD.
PREPARED FOR

8oo-8
JOB NO.

November 1965
DATE

SHEET l7or 37

NO. DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT coNs1s AMOUNT TOTALS REMARKS

31. Power Intake and Penstocks
Includes all Costs for the
Power Intake and Penstocks;
Gravity Da Sections Adjoin-
ing the Intake Structure are
Included in Account 26.

.2 Excavation

.21 Rock 67,000 CY $ 2.5( $ 167,500

.3 Foundation Preparation 1.8 176,000

.1. Concrete
Intake structure lli.8,000 CY 32.Oq i.,736,OO0

.142 Penstock Encasement 12,500 CY 3O.OC 375,000
Overbreak Concrete 6,500 CY 15.0C 97,500

.1L. Waterstops and Joint I
Treatment 1.8 109,000
Reinl'orcement 3,200,000 Lb 0.1 18o,ooo

.t6 Cement 250,000 Bbl 5.60 1,t.O0,O00

.5 Penstock Steel

.51 Plate Steel Liner 1,900 T 56o.oo i,o64,ooo

SFEST FORM SF-9



SFE st
PREPARED BY

CHECKED BY

Preliminary
TYPE OF ESTIMATE

POWER PLANT AED RELATED
FACILITIES

BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTf MATE SUMMARY

LOWER CHURCHILL RIVER - MUSKRAT FALlS DEVEWPIVT
PROJECT

BRITISH REWFOUIAIrn CORPORATION LTD.
PREPARED FOR

JOB NO.

llQlembei_l965_
DATE

SHEET 18 OF 37

I1IIIIEI UT AMOUNT TOTALS REMARKS
______

31.6 Gates and Hoists IS $ 1,156,000

.7 Gantry Crane is it-o,ooo

.8 Miscellaneous IS 70,000

TOTAL 31. $ 9,971,000

SFEST FORM SF-B



___ BECHTEL CORPORATION
PREPARED BY

EST I MATE SUM MARY
CHECKED BY

Preliminary_____
___

LOWER CHURCHIlL RIVER - MUSKRAT FALLS DEVEl.OT
TYPE OF ESTIMATE PROJECT

P3WER PIATT AWD REt TED
FACILITIEB PREPARED FOR

NO. DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT
c's

AMOUNT TOTALS

Powerhouse Substructure
Includes all Costs for the
Powerhouse structure. Below
the Generator Floor Elevation
in the Unit Bays and Service
Bays and below Elevation 21
in the Control Block

.2 Excavation

.21 Rock-Structural 232,000 CY $ 3.7O $ 858,1.00

.22 Line Drilling )

Foundation Pre.rat1on

. Concrete

.1i.l Mass Concrete
Structural Concrete
Second Stage Backfill

• 1i4 Overbreak
.li.6 Reinforcement

Cement
7aterstops and Joint

Treatment

.7 Gantry Crane

LS 70,000

50,000 CY 29.50, l)J-75,000:
33,000, CY 50.00 i,6o,ooo
l.5,o0o CY 211..00 1,080,000
9,000 CY 15.00 135,00O

8,700,000 Lb 0.15 1,305,000
2O4.,000 Ubi 5.60 1,l4-2,00

LS 75,000

SFEST rORM SF-S

65,000

JOB HO.

.Joveriber 1965.
DATE

SHEET 19OF 31



SFE st
PREPARED BY

BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTIMATE SUMMARY

4800-8
_______

JOB 40.

November 1965
CHECKED BY

Preliminary
TYPE OF ESTIMATE

POWER PLAL1' AND RELATED
FACILITIES

LOWER CHURCHILL RIVER - MUSKRAT FALLS LEVELOPMENT
PROJECT

____BRITISH WEWF0UI]3LAND CORPORATION I1ID.
PREPARED FOR

DATE

SHEET 2Oor 7

NO. DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT CUOIS AMOUNT TOTALS REMARKS

34.8 Draft Tube Gates,Guldes
and Hoists LS $ 300,000

.9 Miscellaneous LS 1OQ,000

TOTAL 34. $ 8,255,800

SFEST FORM SFg



SFEst
PREPARED BY

CKECKEO BY

Preliminary
TYPE OF ESTIMATE

P0ER PL!NI AND FEL4TED
FACIIJES

BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTIMATE SUMMARY
LOWER CHURCHILL RIVER - MUSKRAT FALLS EL0PYP

PROJECT

BRITISH ERWFOtJImTAND CORPORATION LTD.
PREPARED FOR

14.8oo- 8

November 15
DATE

SHEET 21 or

NO. DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT
COSTS

AMOUNT TOTALS REMARKS

35. Powerhouse Superstructure
Includes all Costs for
Powerhouse Structure above
Generator Floor Elevation
in the Unit Bays and Service
Bay and above Elevation 1.00

- - in the Control Block

.1.i. Concrete

.141 Control Structure and
Service Bay 3,750 CY $82.00 $ 307,500

.142 Crane Columns 1,1400 CY 130.00 182,000

.143 Cement 7,700 Bbl 5.60 143,120

.1414 Reiiiforcement 621,000 Lb 0.15 93,150

.5 Powerhouse Building

.51 Structural Steel Frame 1,500 T !i,25.oo 637,500

.52 Insulated Siding, Roofing
and Miscellaneous Steel LS 290,000 -

.53 Miscellaneous Arciltectura IS 100,000

.6 plumbIng IS 85,000

.7 Heating and Ventilation IS 100,000

SEEsT FORM SF-B



SEEst
PREPARED BY

CHECKED BY

Preliminary
TYPE OF ESTIMATE

POWER PL41T AND RELATED
FACILITIES

BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTIMIATE SUMMARY

LOWER CHURCHILL RIVER - MUSKRAT FALLS flEVELOPMEI'T2
PROJECT

BRITISH I OUiflJLND CORPORATION fltD.
PREPARED FOR

I8oo-8
JOB HO.

November 1965
DATE

SHEET 22 o 37

NO DESCRflON QUANUTY UNIT AMOUNT TOTALS REMARKS

35.8

___

Electrical Power Distribution

__

and. Lighting IS $ 198,000

.9 Miscellaneous 12 100,000

TOTAL 35. 2,136,270

38. Talirace

.1 Water Control LS $ 75,000

.2 Excavation

.22 Rock 326,000 CY $ 1.65 537,900

.23 Plug Removal 80,000 CY 2.75 220,000

TOTAL 38. $ 832,900

SFEST FORM SF-B



SFEst.
FREPAIO IY

C$ECKED •Y

re limiriary_______
TYPE OF ESTJMATE

BECHTEL CORPORATION I.8OO ____

ESTIMATE SUMMARY Nov__r195
DATE

LOWER CHURCHILL RIVER - MUSKRAT PkLIS DEVELOHtEIT SHEET 2Ir3
PROJECT

IS U IPTIQILLTD
P?EPAREO OR

GEflERATING FACILITI

TOTAlS

14.3 TIJRBL AJD GEIERATO $ 17, 314.0,000

14-14- ACCS0RY ELECTRICAL EQUIH1EIT 2,270,000

l.5 1.IISCELLAUROUS PY4ER PLAHT EQUIIT 1,14.00,000

14.9 TRAITSF0I1ER YARD 1,11.14.0,000

$ 22,14.50,000



SFEst.
PREPAREO BY

CHECIED BY

Preliminary
TYPE OF ESTIMATE

BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTIMATE SUMMARY

LOWER CHURCHILL RIVER - MUSKRAT FALIB DEVONT
PROJECT

BRITISH IEWFOUNDLAHU CORPORATION LTD.
PREPARED FO

NO. DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT cUos AMOUNT TOTALS

3. Turbines and Generators

.1 Turbines, Governors and Fa $ 9,300,000
Appurtenances

.2 Generators, citers and. Ba 7,950,000
Appurtenances

.3 Turbine and. Generator Tests IS 90,000

TOTAL 4.3. .
17,314.0,000

_L± ___
SFEST FORM SF-S

143oo_8
.108 NO.

November_1965_
DATE

SHEET 21i- 0F37

REMARKS

230,000 liP. 9l4..8R 126 Ft.
Net- Head, Kaplan Type

158,000 KVA 13.8KV 911.8 P.131



SFEst.
PREPARED BY

CHECKED BY

Preliminary
TYPE OF ESTIMATE

BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTIMATE SUMMARY

PROJE:

BRITISH I-TEWFOUbIAND CORPORATION LTD.
PREPARED FOR

li.800_8

DATE

SHEET 25 OF

NO. DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT AMOUNT TOTALS REMARKS

1Ji.

-

Accessory Electrical
Equipnent -

.1 Isolated Hase Bus IS $ 4-lO,OOO 7,000 arid 1,500 Amp. Bus

.3 Control, Metering and IS 310,000 Includes T-G Control Panels
Relaying

•l. Station Service Transformers 12 110,000 Includes (9) Transformers

.5 Switchgear and Equipnent 1.8 .360,000 Includes i6ov & 550V Switchge
& Motor Control Centers

.6 Connections and Supports 12 1,080,000 Includes Conduit, Wire, Connec
& G diti- roun ngons

TOTAL 1• $2,270,000

SFE5T FORM SFQ



PREPRED BY

CHECKED BY

TYPE OF ESTIMATE

I, BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTIMATE SUMMARY

LO'TER CHURCHIlL RIVKR - MUSKRAT FALLS_DEVEL0RENT
PROJECT -

BRITISH 0llDLAED C0BP3RPTI0N_LTD.
PREØARED FOR

1..8oo-8
JOB NO.

November 1965_
DATE

SHEET 26 0F37

NO. DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT cs AMOUNT - TOTALS REMARKS

14.5. Miscellaneous Power Plant
Equipnent

.1 Dewatering and Low Level IS $ 220,000
Brainage

.2 Gauges and Indicating Devices LB 90,000

.3 Compressed Air System IS 114.0,000

.14. Fire Protection System 15 60,000 Includes Transformer Protecti

.5 rater Cooling System LB 100,000

.6 Bridge and Gantry Cranes IS 350,000 (2) 100 Ton Cranes & Misc. Hol
and Hoists

.7 Elevators IS i10, 000

.8 Miscellaneous Piping Valves 15 80,000 (1) Preight, (i) Passenger, &
and Strainers (1) for Power Intake Structur

.9 0il Handling System LB 50,000

.95 Miscellaneous LB 170,000 ncludes Shop Equlpnent

TOTAL 14.5. 1,14.00,000

SFEST FORM SF-B



_s
PREPARED BY

CI4ECXED BY

ilary
TYPE OF ESTIMATE

BECHTEL CORPORATION
1 u;i

ESTIMATE SUMMARY

LOWER CHURCHILL RIVER - M(JSKEAT FAILS DEVELOHNT
PROJECT

BRITISH NEWFOTJIDIA?'1D COREORATION LTD. ____

PREPARED FOR

8oo-8
JOB NO.

Novembei6
DATE

SHEET 27 OF

NO. DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT AMOUNT TOTALS REMARKS

9. Transformer Yd

.1 Structures 1$ $ 10,000

.2 Generator Step-up Transformer t. i,t.3O,OOO 18O,OOOK-13.8KV-31KV 30 OF

TOTPL 19. $i,44o,oOO

SFEST FORM SF-B



_.SFEst__________
IT

CHCO IT

TYPE OF ESTIMATE

BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTIMATE SUMMARY

LYWER CHUBCIJ1L RIVER - MUSKRAT FALLS DEVE0PMENT
PROJECT

BRITISH HETF0UNDIAD CORIORATION LTD.
PREPARED FOR

TRATSiiISSI0IT LIiE AIflD SWITCHYARD

53 3l.5 KV SWITCHYARD
(Including Lines to Switchyard)

2,720,000

1.8oo-8 ______
ION NO.

November_1965
OAT

SHEET 28 OF 3

TPAITSMISSIOH LINES



SFEst.
PREPARED BY

CIECKED BY

Preliminary
______

TYPE OF ESTIMATE

BECHTEL CORPORATION 4800-8
______

_.L joa so.

ESTIMATE SUMMARY November
DATE

L0R CHURCHILL RIVER - MIJSKRA.T FALLS DET.O3TT SHEET 29oF 37
PROJECT

BRITISH BEWFOU DIAI'JD CORPJRATION LTD.
- PREPARED FOR

NO. OESCRPTION QUANTITY UNIT AMOUNT TOTALS REMARKS

53. 3145 KV Switchyard.

.1 Site Prearation LS $ 210,000

.2 Control Building . LS 30,000 Incl.Lighting, Heating, etc.

.3 Swltchyard Foundations 700 CY 100,000

.14 Switchyard Strictures 1400 T 00,000 Steel @ $315/T © Montreal

.5 Switchyard Equipnent 1$ 1,000,000 (7) 3145K\T 2000 Amp. Breakers

.7 Ckher Equient IS 3140,000 21) 2000 Amp. 'Disc.Switc

.8 Coimections and Supports IS 310,000

.9 MIscellaneous 15- 60,000
95 . Transformer to Switchyard 15 . 1470,000 . Via Cable to Spillway & then

Line __________ open wire to Switchyard On 2
Circuit Towers

TCftAL 52. - $2,720,000

SFEST FORM SF-B



SFEst.
PRPACD IT

CHCC*EO LV

Preliminary
TPE Or ESTIh4ATE

BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTIMATE SUMMARY

IfMER_CHURCHILL KtTER - MUSKRAT FALLS DEVEIDP4EHT
PROJECT

_____BRITISH NEWFOUNDLAND CORPORATION LTD.
PREPARED FOR

TE1PDPkRY CONSTRUCTION FACILITIES

61 MAfli CONSTRUCTION CAMP

63 CAMP OPERATITS AND MAINTENANCE

61k. PORT FACILITIES - GOOSE BAY

65 CONSTRUCTION POWER

66 FREGRT

67 CONSTRUCTION BRIDGES

$ 1,659,000

3,711.0,000

3,730,000

2,000,000

6, 91.6 ,000

-

1,611,000

11.8oo-8
OI NO.

November 1965
DATE

SHEET 30 or 37

$ 19,686,000



SFEst.
PREPARED BY

CHECKED BY

re liminary
TYPE OF ESTIMATE

TEMPORkRY CONSTRUCTION FACILITIES

BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTIMATE SUMMARY

- PROJECT

_JISHNFOUNDLANDCQRPORATIOND,
PREPARED FOR

JOB NO.

DATE

SHEET 31 OF 37

NO DESCRIPTION QUANTITY_ UNIT
UNIT

AMOUNT TOTALS

61. Main Construction Camp

__ ________

.2 Clearing and Grubbing IS $ 10,000

.3 Excavation and Exbannnent IS 35,000

.5 Site Roads

.6 Structures

.61 Dormitories 12 755,000

.62 Family iousing 35 Fa 350,000

.63 Mess Halls & Kitchens 2 Fa 90,000
Office & Administration 3 66,1i.oo
Buildings

.65 Hospital - First Aid IS 38,000
Station

.66 Community Buildings 5 Fa 90,000

.67 Warehouse and Mainten- LS 50,000
ance Shop I

.7 Service Facilities IS 175,000

T&L 61. $ l,659,1oo

rtI rc,pr., S!S



___ BECHTEL CORPORATION
PREPARED BY

_____ ESTIMATE SUMMARY
CHECKED BY

Pre1iminaz ___
LONER CHURCHILL RIVER - ATFSDEW3

TYPE OP ESTIMATE PROJECT

BRITISH NEWFOUNDLAND CORPORATION LTD.
TH1PORARY CONSTRUCTION FACILIPTIS

PREPARED FOR

8oo-8
JOB NO. -

DATE

SHEET 3r 37

N1OESCRIPT!ON
TOTALS

_____ REMARKS________

63. Camp Operations and
Maintenance

.2 Camp Operation, Maintenance
and Repeirs IS $ 1,870,000

.l. Catering and Cor'nissary IS 3,270,000

.8 Credits for Shìelter, Food (i,li-oo,ooo )
and Laundry

___________

63. $ 3,70,000

SFEST FORM SF-B



_SREst -
PREYARED BY

CHECKED BY

PUnarr_____ ___

TYPE OF ESTIMATE

T13RARY C0JSTRUCTION FACILITI

BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTIMATE SUMMARY

LOWER CHURCHIlL RIVER - MUSIT FALLS_DEVELOBiENT
PROJECT

BRITIS H N OWDLAflD CO TION LTD
PREPARED FOR

.8oo-8
JOB NO.

Novemherl965
DATE

SHEET 33 oF 37

NOJ I IIEiI U AMOUNT TOT REMARKS

614-. Port Facilities- Goose Bay

.1 Dock

.11 ain Structure LS $ 2,200,000

.12 Approaches IS 210,000

.13 Unloading Equiaent IS 100,000

.2 Warehouse and Office IS li-OO,000

.3 Cement Silos and Facilities IS 500,000

•1 Fuel Storage and Pumping 15 220,000
-

.5 Personnel Accommodation LS 100,000

TOTAL 6).
0

$ 3,730,000

SFEST FORM SF-S



SFEst. _____ _____
PREPARED BY

CHECEED BY

Preliminary ____ -

TYPE OF ESTIMATE

TP3R&RY CONSTRUCTION FACILITI

NO. DESCRIPTION

65. Construction Power

TOTAL 65.

SFEST FORM SF-B

BECHTEL CORPORATION

ESTf MATE SUMMARY.

LOWER CHURCHILL RTER - MUSHIAT FALLS DEVELOHNT
PROJECT

BRITISH I' WFOURDIARD CORPORATION LTD.
PREPARED FOR

QUANTITY UNIT AMOUNT TOTALS

'PS $ 2,000,000

$ 2,000,00C

i.8oo -8
JOB NO.

J95__
DATE

SHEET 3k-i- o 37



SFEst.
PREPARED DY

CHECKED BY

Fre liminary
TYPE OF ESTIMATE

P1I41RATY C0NSTRtT(TThN FA eTTT'VT1

BECHTEL CORPORATION
JO B K

ESTIMATE SUMMARY Nove?j9
DATE

LOWER CHURCHILL RIVER -MJSKRATPALLSDEVEL0I1ENT SHEET 35 or 37
PROJECT

LTD.
PREPARED FOR

NO. DESCRIP;ION QUANTITY UNIT AMOUNT TOTALS REMARKS

66. Freight

.2 Main Contract

.21 Cement 218,000 T LB $ 327,000

.22 Reinforcement i1,000 T LB 672,000

.23 Fuel i6,ooo,ooo ia- is i6o,ooo
• 21-I. Electrical and Mechanical

EcjuipTtent 8o,00o T is ),ooo,ooo
.25 Penstock Liner 1,900 T LB 97,000
.26 Construction Equiient 9,500 T LB 522,500
.27 Tounsite and Camps LB 150,000
.28 Food Stuffs and

Miscellaneous Camp Supplies is 158,000
.29 Construction Consumables LB 288,000
.30 Structural Steel and Gates LB 371,000
.31 Barge Hauling LB 200,ooo

TL 66. $ 6,95,5oo

ll _
SFEST FORM SF-B



BECHTEL CORPORATION
PREPARED BY

____ ESTIMATE SUMMARY
CI-1ECKED BY

Preliminary ____
L01ER CHURCHIlL RIVER - MUSKRAT FAILS DEI1ENT

TYPE OF ESTIMATE PROJECT

BRITISH I OUHDIAND COREORA.TION LTD.
T1LPORARY C0ITSTRUCT1OU FACILITIES PREPARED FOR

NO. DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT AMOUNT TOTALS

67. ConstructionBide

.1 Excavation arid Site Prera-
tion LB $ 65,000

.3 Concrete I 2,100 CY $ 50.0C 105,000

. Stctl Stcl and
Anchorage 0 IS 1,366,000

.6 Miselneous IS 75,000

TL 67. $ 1,611,000

SFEST FORM SF-B

JOB HO.

flovemberi9
DATE

SHEET6 OF

REMARKS



SFEst.____________ BECHTEL CORPORATION
PA(D B

____________- ESTIMATE SUMMARY
CHECKO BY

TYPEOFESTIMATE PROJECT

-
BRITISH N?F0UFDIAID CORPOBPTI0N LTD.

____

PFE PARED FOR

WG1T AJAD EGIiRflG

TOTALS

71 MOITREkL OFFICE (CU3DLG
E1GLJEELTG AGEI1T $ 1,000,000

72 COiTSTiJCTI0N ACT (FiELD). 6,000,000

73 FIELD EC-IITEHRIITG SUPPORT SERVICES 3,000,000
AID DESIG1 EGI1iEIFG (LTCLUDES
E GIiEfl!G GErEIT) $ 10,000,000

-8
JOB NO.

iovemer195
DAIf

SHEET 37oF37
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